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Chapter 1 : Link Blast: 10 Favorite Free Crochet Patterns for Triangle Shawls | CrochetKimâ„¢
Share all of your favorite Crochet and Knitting Patterns with other crafters. Join our board by leaving a comment on one
of the pins we have shared or leave a post on.

There are so many wonderful colors â€” of course you can always choose your own colors â€” and designs.
Many of the patterns can also easily be altered so if you need something larger or smaller, just figure out the
additional stitches. Also, be sure to check out these free crochet patterns for beginners. There are so many
wonderful things in here that you can make â€” many of which will pair nicely with your new blanket.
Crocheting is such a wonderful skill. Try out some of these amazing patterns and see for yourself just how
easy they are to complete. Blackberry Salad Striped Afghan This gorgeous afghan can easily be crocheted in a
number of sizes. You could use the pattern for a baby blanket or a king sized throw â€” whatever size you
need. I love all the different colors and there are pattern sizes available for any size that you would need.
Chunky Feather And Fan Blanket This blanket has a beautiful lace look to it that is much easier to create than
you may think. You use weight yarn and a large hook for this one â€” 15 mm to be exact â€” so it works up
really quickly. The finished product makes a gorgeous throw and you can learn the feather and fan stitches that
are very popular. Clamshell Blanket This gorgeous clamshell blanket is a bit trickier than others but so worth
the effort. You can use the pattern for larger blankets or baby blankets as well as cushions and just about
anything else you want to create that has this lovely clamshell pattern. This is such a traditional looking
blanket and it would be the perfect throw for those chilly winter nights. Classic Crochet Baby Blanket This
lovely little blanket is perfect for anyone you know who is expecting. Why purchase store bought baby
blankets when you can easily crochet one yourself? The scalloped edge is really gorgeous, too and you could
easily adjust this for size if you wanted to make something a big larger. Hexa Puff Quilt This hexa puff quilt is
absolutely stunning. The colors along with the design make it perfect for giving or keeping for yourself as a
nice throw. The pattern is for a baby sized quilt, which would also be perfect for a lapghan or you could adjust
the size if you want to make it a bit larger. I love the pattern itself with those puffs of color. I think doing this
in different colors per line would be gorgeous, especially if you know the gender of the baby so you can
alternate colors for him or her or just use neutral colors. Swirl Blanket This swirl blanket is certainly unique
and makes the perfect throw for the back of your tea sipping and reading chair. This one is really easy, too.
Once you set up with the center, you just have to repeat the same step over and over until you reach the length
that you want. Crochet Sampler Afghan I love sampler patterns. This afghan really resembles a quilt with its
blocks of different colors and designs. I even love the blues and greens used in this one, although you could
use pink and blue to make it a baby afghan or whatever colors you need. I love the bold colors used in this one
but again, use whatever colors you need. Go Team Colors Blanket This pattern is for a baby blanket, but you
could also use this team blanket for those cold nights at the stadium. Whether you enjoy football or baseball
â€” both of which are played outside during colder weather â€” you will love having this little blanket along to
help keep you warm on those windy nights. Blanket For All Seasons This adorable little baby blanket can be
customized in different ways to make it perfect for whatever you need. The pattern can be adjusted to different
yarn weights as well so it really is perfect for any season. This huge blanket can be used as a bedspread or just
anywhere that you need it â€” like on the back of your couch to show off your amazing granny square skills.
Hexagon Blanket This beautiful and colorful blanket uses a hexagon pattern that makes it absolutely gorgeous.
You use a hexagon granny square to create it and you will end up making more than of those little squares to
finish it off.
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Racetrack Rug (free crochet pattern - must make for my little boy when hes old enough to play with cars:). - The
Crocheting Place Find this Pin and more on Favorite Knitting Patterns by Cindy O'Kane.

Crocheting and knitting are such wonderfully relaxing pastimes. Crochet is a very versatile project and can be
so much fun. You only use one crochet hook, as opposed to two needles with knitting, and the finished
product is always so gorgeous. Whether you crochet for yourself or to give as gifts, you are sure to find a
pattern in this collection that is perfect for what you want. Imagine giving a hand crocheted baby blanket as a
gift at your next baby shower or maybe making a new headband for your little girl. Be sure to also check out
this gorgeous mermaid blanket crocheting pattern. I have a great pair of crocheted shorts that I bought for
vacation this summer and let me tell you, they were not cheap. This is a great blanket for giving as a gift or
keeping for yourself. It takes about 13 balls of yarn â€” this is a really large blanket! This one takes an H
crochet hook and just very little yarn. Bulky weight yarn works wonderfully for this one and you could do so
many different colors. Imagine having a great hat and scarf to match every outfit! Both the hat and scarf take
little time even for beginners and are great for showing off your skills. You could even do this with different
colors if you want to up your skillset just a bit and make the necklace more easily matchable to everything in
your closet. This is a pattern for a great summer snack bag that looks like a popsicle. I love the red, white, and
blue color scheme. I have so many of them all over the house. This one can be done in whatever color you
want of course, but I really adore the off white look. Or, you could make one for your own little one. You
could totally do this in pink or blue or choose a neutral color like yellow. You may even want to make a
couple and create a little zoo basket. This Fourth of July potholder will be perfect this summer for your
barbecues and family get-togethers. It measures about seven by seven inches when finished, and has a
gorgeous star right in the center. These owls would make wonderful potholders or you could put them all
together to form a blanket or any number of other wonderful creations. Kids love popsicles, you know those
thin ones in plastic, but they really do get very cold. Use them on the dresser to hold rings or earrings and keep
them in place. Four skeins of yarn make a 60 inch cowl, so you can alter the number of skeins you need based
on how long or short you want the scarf. The overall workup is really easy though and you can probably finish
this in just a few hours. If you really want to be creative, you can add a crocheted character to it, or just leave
it plain. The cover protects babies from wind or sun â€” just like those that you buy in stores. But this one is
homemade, and that is after all, the best way to do things. This one is for chain bracelets that are even easier to
crochet than their longer counterparts. You could probably adjust the pattern to fit any number of cups or
glasses. I love the buttons that hold it all together. These would make wonderful gifts for anyone you know
who really enjoys their morning coffee or you could make a matching set for your own kitchen. It only takes
two skeins of yarn to make the cocoon including the tail and ruffles at the top. I love the entire look of this and
any new mother would really love it as a gift for her little girl. This one looks a bit more complicated but can
still be completed easily in just a few hours. There are three sizes available; ranging from newborn to 24
months, so this one is great for mothers to be or new mothers. I love the vintage look of the hat, it has such a
frontier bonnet appeal to it, and the booties are just too cute. The little buttons on the side really makes them
stand out, and I love that you can do the cuffs in a contrasting color from the actual bootie. The pattern fits
sizes six to twelve months, but if you know how, you could adjust it for smaller or larger sizes. This is such a
great tank top and so easy to make. I really love the big crocheted flower on the side of this one. I also like the
grey color, but you could do this in any color that you want â€” or several colors and have one to match every
outfit. This is honestly the cutest thing I have ever seen. You can easily make this in just a couple of hours,
and in so many beautiful colors. The red and white coloring is gorgeous and this is such an easy pattern. You
have plenty of time to get this done before the holidays roll around again. Go ahead and make more than one
â€” keep one for yourself and use the others as gifts. You could make an entire set of four in just a few hours.
You could also do these as gifts â€” just give a set to anyone who you know would love them. I love how
comfortable these shoes are, and I really love this crocheted version of my favorite shoes. You crochet a really
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stylish top to the shoes, which instantly transforms them into a dressier style. I love how easy these are to
make. You can have an entire set of flip flops done in just a couple of hours. The mouth and nose are
embroidered and eyes are buttons. This is such a cute little bear and any child is going to love him. These
shorts are very in style right now and are so gorgeous. The pattern makes it look so easy to create them, and I
really love that wide satin ribbon at the waist. You can create an entire family of baskets, which would be
perfect for holding sewing and crocheting projects, yarn, and needles. I love these for storage options, as well.
Plus, you can easily create this gorgeous bag in about three hours, and with just a few supplies. This is one of
the easiest bags to crochet, and is really beautiful with the tassels hanging down. I really love the fringe on the
ends, but you could probably leave that out if you wanted. Then put them all together and make yourself a nice
little blanket. I love the black and white stripes. You can use other colors, of course, just choose two different
colors so you can practice on those color changes. This really works up quickly and is a perfect valance for the
kitchen or even bathroom â€” just wherever you want to display your handiwork and add a nice splash of
color. It will stretch to fit when you wear it. The pattern looks really simple so you could probably finish this
off in just a couple of hours. I love the white and pink combination for girls, but you could totally change up
the colors for boys. It even has a pom pom tail! I love everything about this, especially the fact that it is so
easy to make. The pattern itself is not at all difficult, and teaches you to integrate three different colors of
thread into the same project. This is an easy project, and great for practice. If you have a snowy Saturday, this
would be the perfect way to pass some time. Or, leave the heart off and just make the head warmer â€” you
could have that finished in about an hour or so. They are just so versatile and stylish at the same time. This
great poncho is really easy to make and can be done in so many different colors â€” you could have a poncho
for virtually every outfit. These look great when paired with boots or you could just have it on hand in case
you get chilly at outdoor sporting events. The one piece pattern makes it a cinch to crochet, and you can totally
have it done in just a few hours. Use fabric scraps or upcycled blankets to create them. You use a larger
crochet hook for these and they are absolutely gorgeous when finished. Fabric baskets are so great for storing
all sorts of things and these are really simple to make. You can have a basket finished in about an hour or so.
These pillows are very easy to make and you can make several to have them all over the house. Each pillow
needs just two skeins of yarn and some pillow filling â€” or use upcycled fabric if you prefer. Do these in any
number of colors for the couch and living room chairs, and you can even adjust the pattern to make them
different sizes.
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Free patterns and YouTube video tutorials by Donna Wolfe from Naztazia on art and craft topics such as Crochet,
Knitting, Sewing, Jewelry, Beading, Quilting, Crafting and more. DIY.

This post may contain affiliate links, view our disclosure policy for details. Shared by Ashleigh Hi friends!
Show her some love! Different Tools The most striking difference between knitting and crochet is the tools
you use for each craft. Knitting is performed by holding your stitches on a needle and working the yarn
through them with the other needle, thus transferring the stitches from one needle to the other as you complete
rows. Your work will stay on at least one needle until you bind off the stitches, thus preventing them from
becoming unraveled. There are many different types, styles, and sizes of knitting needles: However,
crocheting is done with the use of a crochet hook. Multiple stitches are almost never kept on the hook at the
same time, with Tunisian crochet being an exception to this rule. Because each stitch is worked completely
and closed off before moving to the next stitch, crochet projects are a bit more difficult to unravel Yay!
Finally, while there is some variety among crochet hooks, particularly with length, quality, and material, the
basic shape stays the same for most, if not all, applications. Different Fabric While both knitting and crochet
employ yarn to create some sort of fabric, the texture of this fabric can vary widely between the two crafts.
Knit material tends to be more lightweight, have a stretchier drape, and use less yarn than crochet fabric.
Because of this, many people prefer the sleeker appearance of knitting to that of crochet. However, crochet
fabric, though sturdy, tends to have a more intricate style than knitted fabric. This means that even the most
basic stitches are texture heaven! Some makers debate on which technique takes more time to do, but from my
experience that varies from person to person. For me, knitting is much quicker than crochet, just because I
tend to spend more time knitting! Different Applications Finally, because of the major differences in the fabric
created by knitting versus that of crochet, you tend to see the two crafts used in different applications. So
many amazing designers, like our good friend Sewrella, have made beautiful, cleverly designed knitting and
crochet patterns of ALL types. What a time to be a maker! To sum up, there are quite a few differences
between knitting and crochet projects! Both are made with unique tools and create completely different fabrics
that are sometimes used for strategically chosen types of projects. If you have any questions, feel free to
contact me by email anytime at info thechesapeakeneedle. Hope to see you there! Love, Lindsey Earning a
Living with my Handmade Home If you love crocheting and knitting, you should think about starting a blog!
Chapter 4 : Free Crochet Patterns That Are Perfect For Beginners - DIY & Crafts
AllFreeCrochet is dedicated to the best free crochet patterns, tutorials, tips and articles on crochet. From easy crochet
afghan patterns to complex Tunisian crochet patterns, we find and deliver the best free crochet patterns from all over the
web.

Chapter 5 : Favorite Knitting And Crochet Patterns | eBay
Noontide Jumper-Cardigan from one of my favorite knitting resources, Subversive Femme- Bex has an amazing
collection of free vintage knitting patterns on her blog! Lace Knit Blouse from Vintage Purls - this is a fabulous source for
vintage knitting with lots of free patterns.

Chapter 6 : Favorite Textured Knit Hat - Free Pattern â€“ Mama In A Stitch
Hundreds of free crochet and knit patterns! There's always something new to discover at theinnatdunvilla.com 10
Favorite Free Crochet Patterns for Triangle Shawls.

Chapter 7 : My Favorite Tunisian Crochet Patterns - Interweave
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Browse our Free Crochet and Knitting Patterns. Browse our perfect free crochet and knitting patterns and share them
with your friends. If you have any questions or suggestions regarding the patterns we provide feel free to contact us.

Chapter 8 : Link Blast: 10 Favorite Free Crochet Patterns for Triangle Shawls | CrochetKimâ„¢
We have put together a special Tunisian crochet kit with some of our favorite and most popular Tunisian crochet
products including an introduction on how to create basic Tunisian crochet stitches, nineteen Tunisian crochet patterns,
a collection of Tunsisian crochet stitch patterns, and much more.

Chapter 9 : My Favourite Crochet Washcloth - Leelee Knits
This knit version is a bit chunkier, but I kept the same easy construction ideas that I used with the crochet hat. I even
made one for my daughter, so stay tuned for the toddler pattern in an upcoming post (and see the sneak peak below).
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